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What is pleasance?
Pleasance is a fundamental feeling that is hard to define
but that people desire to experience.*
Your home is more than walls and a roof, more than simply a functional space.
Your home is a place where you experience comfort, romance, and peace of mind—
a place where you experience pleasance.
We believe the right light is a critical building block for pleasance, and the first step for
enriching every moment within your home.
Let us show you how our solutions—which are easy to add to a new or existing home—
can help you add pleasance.
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For energy-saving ideas look for energy
strategy icons throughout this brochure, such
as the dimming strategy icon shown here.

*The Free Dictionary
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Create pleasance with a
simple dimmer.
With a switch you can only turn lights on and off,
so you’re limited to bright light or no light at all.
If you replace a switch with a dimmer, such as a
Maestro dimmer, you can adjust a room’s light
level to create a totally new atmosphere.
Add a little romance
With a Maestro dimmer, you can lower lights
in your dining room for a romantic dinner, or
brighten them for family meals.

Creating just
the right light

Select Lutron® dimmers to work with:

Incandescent/halogen bulbs

Saving energy without sacrifice
Every time you dim the lights you save energy.
Dimming by 25%, for example, saves 20%
energy. Dim more and you’ll save even more.

Compact fluorescent bulbs
Full On

Light
Control

Maestro® dimmer shown in limestone (actual size)
Pico® wireless control shown in white (actual size)

Dim

LED bulbs

Lutron
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Create pleasance by
controlling your window
treatments at the touch
of a button.
You probably think of shades as a design
element. Add automation to them, though, and
they become a functional and magical element.
With the press of a button, you can lower
Sivoia® QS wireless shades so they block glare,
creating a more comfortable room.
And if you install automated shades in
hard-to-reach windows, such as a foyer, you
can easily adjust them for privacy.

Sophisticated
daylight control

Other styles available

Saving energy without sacrifice

As you can see in the photo above, our shades
align perfectly. We offer Venetian blinds, Roman
shades, draperies, Kirbé® vertical drapery
system, roller shades, and tensioned shades.
See page 22 for details.

Adjusting shades based on the season can save
you 10-30%* on heating and cooling costs.

Shade Open

Shade
Control

Our battery powered shades, shown on these pages,
have a 3-year battery life; available with an optional
Pico® wireless control.

Shade Closed

*Lutron® commissioned simulation by T.C. Chan
Center for Building Simulation and Energy Studies,
University of Pennsylvania, September 2008.

Lutron
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Combine light and shade
control to take pleasance
to the next level.
Having coordinated control provides greater
flexibility in a room than having individual control,
letting you fine-tune the mood you want to create.
With a Maestro Wireless® system, you can control
multiple lights (even table and floor lamps) with
one button press and multiple shades with another
button press.
When you’re in your home theater, you can dim
the lights and lower the shades to watch the big
game—all from the comfort of your couch.
(And because the system is wireless, it’s easy to
install into any space.)

Coordinated
control

Additional control

Saving energy without sacrifice

Expand control in a room by adding appliance
control, occupancy/vacancy sensors, and
lamp dimmers.

Standby power can amount to up to 10% of a
home’s electricity use. An occupancy sensor can
save up to 20% lighting energy. So by combining
light, shade, and appliance control, you can
capitalize on your energy savings.*

The plug-in appliance module turns off standby
power to small appliances, such as A/V
equipment, when they’re not in use.
Sensors turn lights on automatically when you
walk into a room and off when you leave.

Appliance On Appliance Off

Light
Control

Shade
Control

Appliance
Control

Occupied: On

Vacant: Off

Pico® wireless light and shade remote controls
shown in white (actual size)
*www.standby.lbl.gov
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Expand pleasance from a
single room to a whole home

Pleasance goes beyond basic light control. To
fully experience the essence of pleasanceTM,
let’s explore how a Lutron® RadioRA® 2 or
HomeWorks® QS system can redefine the way
you live.

10 Control from anywhere
Take advantage of easy, convenient control
from a keypad or your mobile device.
12 Added integration
Integrate your Lutron system with your
home control for added functionality.
14 The right temperature
Ensure you’re never too hot or too cold,
with temperature control.
16 Tying in your security system
Enhance your security system for added
peace of mind and greater energy savings.
18 Customization
Choose HomeWorks QS for the ultimate
in pleasance.
20 Control styles and colors
Complement the look and feel of any room.
22 Shade styles and fabrics
Select from a variety of styles and fabrics.
24 Ivalo® collection
Add sophisticated, high-efficiency fixtures.

8
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Pleasance is also having
control no matter where
you are, home or away.
RadioRA® 2 and HomeWorks® QS systems
offer control of lights, shades, and temperature
from wall or tabletop keypads, as well as your
mobile device.
The main benefit of a keypad is that you can
create customized “scenes”—predetermined
settings for lights, shades, and temperature1.
When you press a keypad button, lights,
shades, and temperature automatically adjust
to the levels you designated for that scene.
The number of buttons on a keypad is based
on the number of different scenes you want to
create in a room.
Control from a keypad also means you’re
always in touch with your system—from your
car, your bedside, or your vacation home.

Control from
anywhere
Light
Control

Shade
Control

Appliance
Control

Temperature
Control1

Saving energy without sacrifice
With a keypad, you can always manage
the energy use in your home, even while
you’re away.

Wall-mounted seeTouch® keypad in white
(actual size)

Lutron® Home
Control+ app

Please see page 14 for more information on
temperature control.

1

Lutron
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Expand the benefits of
pleasance with user-friendly,
tech-smart integration.
Integrating a RadioRA® 2 or HomeWorks® QS
system with your home’s technology provides
user-friendly, advanced control.
For example, integration with your A/V system
means one button press will soften lights, lower
shades and the projector, and start the movie.

Lutron® Home Control+ app

Added
integration
Light
Control

Shade
Control

Appliance
Control

Saving energy without sacrifice
Integration also gives you a convenient way to save
energy. The “Green” keypad button automatically
dims lights by 5%, lowers shades, and sets back
temperature by 2%.

Temperature
Control1

seeTouch® tabletop keypad in midnight
(actual size)

Save energy with the “Green” button

kWh

kWh

More Energy

Less Energy

Please see page 14 for more information on
temperature control.

1
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Add temperature control
for increased comfort and
enhanced pleasance.
We offer two types of control that work with both
RadioRA® 2 and HomeWorks® QS systems.
Classic design
Our all-in-one solution looks like a conventional
thermostat and is a simple, cost-effective way to
add Lutron control to your temperature system.
Unique design
Our 3-part thermostat provides precise
temperature control from room to room. This
solution has a wall control with a clean aesthetic
and a hidden HVAC controller.
•

seeTemp wall control
You can mount the wall control in places that
wouldn’t normally be appropriate for a thermostat,
such as a sunny space.
You can also install up to 10 controls throughout
your house for convenient control from any room,
such as your bedroom.

•

Wireless temperature sensor
You can install up to 4 wireless temperature
sensors in rooms where you want to measure
the temperature.
The sensors average the temperature and
communicate to the HVAC system to adjust
heating or cooling.

The right
temperature

Saving energy without sacrifice
Setting back the temperature when a room is
unoccupied can help you save significantly—up
to 16% or more.*

Raise Temp

Temperature
Control

TouchPRO WirelessTM thermostat

seeTempTM wall control
in white (actual size)

Lower Temp

Wireless temperature
sensor (actual size)
*www.energystar.gov
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Pleasance means you feel
safe in your home or while
you’re away.
By integrating your security system with a
RadioRA® 2 or HomeWorks® QS system you
have the added enhancements of light and
shade control and the benefits they provide.
Visible alert
If someone breaks into your home when your
security system is activated, your lights will turn
on, your outside lights will flash, your shades will
raise, and your keypads will lock so your lights
stay on.
Timeclock events
Your Lutron® system’s timeclock and your
security system can work in tandem so that your
home looks occupied when you’re not there.
The timeclock can trigger lights to turn on, dim,
and turn off and raise or lower shades based on
your normal routine.

Tying in your
security system

Saving energy without sacrifice
With security system integration, one button
press will not only arm your security system,
but will also roll back temperature, turn lights
off, and lower shades.
Security system keypad

Light
Control

Shade
Control

Appliance
Control

Temperature
Control

Use the car visor control to turn lights on as you
arrive home. Our systems are also HomeLink®
compatible, so that you can adjust lights and
shades from your car’s HomeLink controls.

Security
Integration

Lutron
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Customization provides the
ultimate in pleasance.
For advanced integration and customization,
HomeWorks QS has added features.
“Thinking” buttons
HomeWorks QS keypad buttons can think for
you, creating different light scenes from the
same button, depending on the time of day.
For example, pressing the “Pathway” button
between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. creates a path of
light to your bathroom. Pressing it after 5 a.m.
creates a path of light to your kitchen.
Custom interfaces
You can combine HomeWorks QS keypads
with other manufacturers controls to maintain
a consistent look throughout your home.

Customization

Alternative control

Saving energy without sacrifice

You may prefer the clean aesthetic of one
sleek keypad, such as the dynamic keypad
shown here, rather than a row of dimmers on
your wall.

Customization means you can program settings
to adjust based on specific criteria, such as
season or day of the week.

With HomeWorks QS, you don’t need a
dimmer for every light you want to dim. All you
need is a keypad.

Light
Control

Shade
Control

Appliance
Control

Temperature
Control

Security
Integration

Dynamic keypad in white
(actual size)

During the summer, for example, you might want
your landscape lighting to dim at 11 p.m., while
during the winter you want it to dim earlier.

7 am: Off

11 pm: Dim

Lutron
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Control styles and colors
Pleasance is being able to complement
the look and feel of any room.

Choose from gloss, satin, matte, and metal colors and finishes for dimmers, wallplates, keypads,
and accessories.

Architectural style
•
•
•
•

Available for HomeWorks® QS
Square corners
Beveled edges
Available in Architectural matte and
Architectural metal finishes
Gloss Colors (7)

Satin Colors (20)

Architectural Matte Colors (10)

Architectural Metal Finishes (12)

Designer style
•
•
•
•
•

Available for RadioRA® 2 and
HomeWorks QS
Round corners
Squared edges
Uses standard designer style opening
Available in designer gloss and
Satin Colors® finishes

Matching wallplates (up to 6-gang) and accessories add a finishing touch to a room.

Accessories

20
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Shade styles and fabrics
Our automated shades are available in a variety of
styles so you can choose the type that works best
with your home’s design.

Battery Powered Shades

Draperies

Provide a 3-year battery life

Offer daylight control in pinch
pleat or ripplefold styles

Roller Shades

Kirbé® Vertical Drapery System

Provide precise alignment
of multiple shades

Eliminates stackback with
its one-of-a-kind drapery
roller system

Venetian Blinds

Roman Shades

Control the tilt of the
slats and lift of the blinds
independent of one another

Feature CERUS® safety
technology, which eliminates
exposed cords

22

Lutron

Skylight Shades
(Tensioned)

Maximize the view when open

We welcome customer’s own material requests in addition to our well-rounded
collection of shade fabrics.

Battery Powered Shade Fabrics—
The Avant CollectionTM

Soft Fabrics—
The Avant Collection

Venetian Blind Slats—
The Avant Collection

Woven Woods—
The Avant Collection

Roller Shades—
The Gallery Collection

Roller Shades—
The ClassicoTM Collection

Meet-in-the-Middle Shades
(Tensioned)

Can accommodate openings
up to 24 feet

Bottom Up Shades
(Tensioned)

Close from bottom to top
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Ivalo collection
®

Pleasance also comes
from beautiful aesthetics.
Our collection of sophisticated Ivalo lighting
fixtures combines creative vision and
progressive technology with quality and
advanced design.
The collection includes suspended pendants,
interior and exterior sconces, and LED
recessed lighting.

Rotare® Pendant

Aliante® Pendant

L’ale® Pendant

FiniréTM LED recessed downlight
This high-efficiency, contemporary light fixture
is available in a variety of colors and finishes
and is compatible with HomeWorks® QS.
Other trim options available, including: round,
round trimless, round pinhole, round slotted
pinhole, square trimless, and square pinhole.

Daedalus® Pendant

The Ivalo collection includes the Aliante 21”
interior demi sconce—which has earned the
ENERGY STAR® rating by the DOE/EPA.
Rotare Sconce

Aliante Sconce

24
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Aliante Demi-sconce

L’ale Sconce

Silvus® Sconce

Inflection® Sconce

Lutron
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Bringing pleasance to you
We offer three different systems that all provide pleasance, for a solution for any size home.
When you add Lutron® control and all the benefits it affords, you’ll wonder how you ever
lived without it.

Maestro Wireless

RadioRA 2

Maestro Wireless is a wireless mini-system that’s ideal when you want individual control in
a single room or a few rooms.

RadioRA 2 is a wireless system that’s ideal for coordinated control in a few rooms or a
whole home (up to 5,000 square feet).

®

®

•
•
•
•

Characteristics
Perfect for installing in existing rooms; no new wiring required
One Pico® wireless control can control up to 10 Maestro Wireless dimmers,
lamp dimmers, or switches
Occupancy sensors automatically turn lights on and off
Appliance modules turn off standby power to small appliances

•
•
•
•
•

Characteristics
Can control temperature
Controls the full line of Lutron shades
Can control shades and lights simultaneously
Utilizes keypads
Can integrate with your security system

LED fixtures

LED fixtures
Appliance modules

Sensors

Switches

Switches

Shades*
Color

*Shades and lights are controlled independently of one another

Lutron

Timeclock events
Car visor control
"Green" button

Dimmers

Dimmers

26

AV integration

Lamp dimmers

Sensors

Gloss
Satin Colors®

Apple® and AndroidTM app

Pico wireless controls

Lamp dimmers

Battery powered

Security system integration

Appliance modules

Pico wireless controls

Temperature control

http://Green-Energy-Products.Com | sales@green-energy-products.com

Battery powered
Roman
Roller
Venetian blinds
Drapery
Kirbé®
Tensioned

Tabletop keypads

Shades

Gloss
Satin Colors®

Hybrid keypad
Color

Keypads

Wall seeTouch®

Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Use of this trademark is subject to Google permissions.

Lutron
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Bringing pleasance to you
HomeWorks QS

Consider Lutron for all your new and existing residences

HomeWorks QS is a wireless, wired, or hybrid system for control of a whole home (up to 30,000
square feet or more).

Enjoy the benefits of a wireless Lutron system in your primary home as well as in your vacation home,
on your yacht, or in a guest house on your property.

Characteristics
Offers the most color choices for controls
Offers the most keypad options, including customized keypads
Hidden panels eliminate dimmers and switches on the wall
Offers Vacation mode for added security while you're away from home for an extended time

And when you’re away, your Lutron system will create a lived-in look. So you can rest assured your
home will stay secure.

®

•
•
•
•

LED fixtures

Temperature control
Security system integration

Appliance modules

Apple® and AndroidTM app

Pico® wireless controls

AV integration

Lamp dimmers
Wall
Panel
Wall
Panel
Battery powered
Roman
Roller
Venetian blinds
Drapery
Kirbé®
Tensioned

Timeclock events

Sensors

Car visor control

Switches

"Green" button

Dimmers

Tabletop keypads

Shades

Gloss
Satin Colors®
Matte
Metals

Hybrid keypad
Color

Keypads
Vacation mode

Wall seeTouch®
Wall dynamic keypad
Wall slim architectural
Custom

Apple is a trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries.
Android is a trademark of Google Inc. Use of this trademark is subject to Google permissions.
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Vacation home

Guest house

Condo

Yacht

Lutron
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Experience Lutron

®

To see and feel the pleasance that Lutron solutions provide, please visit one of our
Experience Centers.
Our Centers are designed to replicate the experience you will have in your own home,
as well as showcase our entire line of solutions.
Residential Centers

Coopersburg, Pennsylvania
7200 Suter Road
Coopersburg, PA 18036
610.282.6280

Plantation, Florida
101 NW 100th Avenue
Plantation, FL 33324
954.577.6294

Irvine, California
2458 Dupont Drive
Irvine, CA 92612
949.474.4140

New York, New York
979 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10022
212.752.1214

www.lutron.com
World Headquarters 1.610.282.3800
Technical Support 1.800.523.9466 (Available 24/7)
Customer Service 1.888.LUTRON1 (1.888.588.7661)
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